RAIN BIRD #34

APPETITE FOR EVOLUTION

Are you hungry for change? Starving for attention, revolution, or food for thought? Or do you just need a cheeseburger really, really bad? Feed our minds, souls, and hearts with creative poems, short stories, sculptures, or any work of art that expresses an experience with your appetites or desires. Maybe you have an appetitive for evolution, to see society or humanity changed for the better. Think of the cultural energy surrounding Hawaiian sovereignty. Think of the desire for peace in a world full of war. Think of famine in a world of plenty. Think of the battle in Hawai‘i over GMO. Give us something controversial and edgy, or maybe you just want to express your secret cravings for something or someone. But please . . .

FEED US!

Rain Bird entry forms and entry boxes available in the library, bookstore, and Akoakoa 236